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EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT?
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It is commonly believed that employee
engagement increases as employees
advance within a company. As they
take on more responsibility and have
more direct interaction with senior
executives, employees tend to develop
a greater emotional commitment to
the organization and its goals. But
researchers have found companies with
lower overall engagement scores tend to
have a sizable engagement gender gap
among employees in senior positions.1
Women still lag behind men in advancement and
pay, and these trends likely contribute to the
gender gap in engagement at the senior level.
Women now comprise nearly 47% of the U.S.
workforce2 but hold only 19.9% of board seats
and 25.1% of executive, senior level and manager
positions in Standard & Poor’s 500 companies.3
Although salary inequity is narrowing, especially
among younger workers, the U.S. Census Bureau
found women earn only 80% of what their male
counterparts earn.4 Even Ivy League female
graduates earn 30% less on average than their
male peers.5
Researchers at Boston Consulting Group have
delved into the issue of declining engagement
among senior-level women and identified several
factors contributing to the gender gap:6
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• Appreciation — Senior women employees
highly value recognition and appreciation for
their work from their superiors. Those who are
less engaged — meaning they care less about
their work and their company — cite a lack of
appreciation and a culture that is not supportive
of expressing appreciation.
• Work-life balance — Flexibility is an important
factor for both women and men. However, as
men rise through the ranks, they report more
support for non-work obligations, while senior
women say they receive less support.
• Cooperation and co-worker relationships —
As women advance through a company with
overall low employee engagement, they become
more skeptical of how honestly their managers
behave and report feeling a lack of trust and
support among colleagues.
• Mentorship and relationships with managers —
Senior women employees are less satisfied with
mentoring experiences than junior women. As
they advance, senior women note they receive
less help in their professional growth, while men
report receiving more assistance and interest
from their managers.
• Compensation and advancement opportunities —
As men advance in a company, they increasingly
believe teams and employees who perform well
will be recognized for their efforts. As women
advance, they express less certainty about this
correlation.

FOCUSING ON SOLUTIONS
High employee engagement benefits companies
financially as well as culturally, turning
organizations into workplaces that draw talented
candidates who are productive, effective and
make positive contributions. Gallup has found
a positive correlation between employee
engagement and several performance measures,
including absenteeism, turnover, productivity
and profit.7
• Job attributes — Both men and women believe
job attributes such as communications skills,
analytical ability, flexibility and management
potential are important and linked to
engagement, but senior women report feeling
under-leveraged as leaders. Many women
believe their skills and abilities are not being
put to the best use.

Boston Consulting Group recommends that
companies look closely at the engagement scores
of their women employees and work to:

• Company objectives and aspirations —
Junior women employees feel more connected
than senior women to their company’s goals
and aspirations when compared with their
male colleagues.

° Allow senior managers to share responsibilities
to broaden experiences and lessen workloads

° Understand the unique issues women face in
their organizations
° Rethink feedback and recognition
mechanisms

° Make mentoring and sponsorship a priority
Senior women in organizations play a critical role
in shaping corporate culture, engaging employees
for higher productivity and performance, and
cultivating an environment that leads to higher
business results. When senior women are
enthusiastic and engaged in the workplace,
the entire organization wins.

High employee engagement benefits
companies financially as well as culturally,
turning organizations into workplaces
that draw talented candidates who are
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productive, effective and make positive
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contributions.
Manager.
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